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Individuality Sought
At Today’s Book Talk
Finding individuality in "this
frightening world" will be discussed today in the Faculty Book
Talk in Cafeteria A and B at 12:30
p.m. in connection with May Sarton’s "Joanna and Ulysses."
Dr. Dorothy Hadley, professor
of speech and drama, will speak on
Sarton’s philosophy and summarize
the book. "I am very fond of the
things she has written," says Dr.
Hadley. "She is a very good
craftswoman. She is a very fine
poet, as well as a very fine novelist."
Sarton has written a tale of a
woman who is trying to escape
from the dark realities of death
and sorrow. She retreats to a remote island to paint and shut herself away from the world, since
"she felt she was nothing but a
machine." states Dr. Hadley.
She befriends a donkey (Ulysses) whose existence is as miserable as her own. The story continues to tell of how the girl soon
re-discovers her capabilities for understanding and love. Ulysses, also,
Is transformed, reflecting Joanna’s
inner self and the change she
makes. According to Dr. Hadley,
the book is a story of healing
"physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual healing.
"This may sound like a Ladies
Home Journal story," continues
Dr. Hadley, "but it isn’t. It is a
very fine story."
May Sarton was born in Belgium and later left there with her
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family as refugees from World
War II. After completing her
schooling, she was in the theater
for eight years. Since then she has
devoted her time to writing, lecturing, and being poet -in-residence
at colleges across the nation.
In 1960 she served as BriggsCopeland Instructor in Composition at Harvard University.
"I chose this novel for two reasons," comments Dr. Hadley,
"first of all. because I think it is
such very fine writing. Also, it
seems to me in this novel she says
something thematically, that we
all feel today, mainly, that it is
hard to hold on to our individuality
in this frightening world. She is
trying to get across that a person
needs to find himself, and in that
way he may be able to live in this
world a more richly, more productive life."
Dr. Hadley has taught at SJS
since 1956 and taught at Northwestern University previously. She
Is a member of Phi Kappa Phi.
theater honorary; Delta Sigma
Rho, debate honorary; and Theta
Sigma Phi, women’s professional
journalism fraternity. She is also
a member of the Montelvo Association in Saratoga.
The Book Talks are open to all
faculty and students. Copies of the
books featured in the Faculty Book
Talks series are available in the
browsing collection of the library
on the first floor of the central
building.

’Wail’ Lots o Coffee, a Little Religion
By DON COY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A little of what they call "modern" religion, a lot of coffee, hot cider, smoke, folk
music and just plain talk
it’s all inside
Jonah’s Wail.
Operating just two weeks, the coffee house
located in the basement of the campus Christian Center at 10th and San Carlos streets,
has become the first all-campus hangout that
most students can remember.
One bearded patron, sipping coffee near the
doorway of the darkened basement, said, "This
is the only place on campus where hippies
Greeks, dormies and independents can meet
on a common ground and talk with one another."
GREEKS AND HIPPIES MEET
Seeming to Illustrate his point, in the
middle of the crowded Wail stood a fraternity
type clad in black tennis shoes, blue Levi’s,
a green jacket with Cal Poly inscribed on the
front and a blue cap.
Right next to him was a representative
from the world’s other end, complete with
steel rimmed glasses and long curly hair who
didn’t quite know what to do with himself.
Both watched and listened intently to another
long-hair musician peel out deepest folk rock.
Neither seemed to realize the significance
of what he was doing.
The setting for all this intermingling is significant in itself. As befits a Jonah’s Wail, the
decor is from the sea.
Photo by Kan Jones
A REGULAR FACE at Jonah’s Wail, Paul Sussman serves as MC
for the entertainment program at the 10th and San Carlos streets
coffee shop. He also entertains overflow crowds at the Wail
with his blues and folk rock. In operation for two weeks, Jonah’s
Wail is open Thursday through Saturday from 7 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Negro
Leader
Calls
PA RTAN DAILY Reformation ’Minor’
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
46Zio."

By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
In an eloquent 65-minute oration
No. 76
Monday night in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, James Farmer, outspoken Negro leader, educator and
ex-CORE director, described America’s current Ova Rights movement as "a minor reformation, not
a revolution" . . . another problem in the "Dilemma of the American City."
Speaking to a packed house attending SJS’ "Dilemma" series on
racial problems which began Mon-
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Editorial Bill,
Budgets Head
Council Slate
An Editorial Advisory Board bill,
budgets, and a package of ASB
acts rewritten by ASB President
Jerry Spolter and ASB VicePresident Vic Lee, will be the main
topics discussed at Student Council today, according to Lee.
Vic Lee told the Daily Monday
that if the EAB bill is not amended in today’s second reading, he
will step down from the chair and
propose an amendment to the bill.
"The way the bill is written now
council approves the appointments
to the EAB made by the deans of
the various schools," Lee Explained. Continuing, he said that,
"This is impossible since all appointments made by faculty members must be approved by the
Academic Council."
Lee will propose that either the
bill give the deans the power of
appointment or that the ASB President be given the power with
council approval. "I merely want
the bill to meet college policy,"
Lee concluded.
The first seven of 14 acts rewritten by Spotter and Lee will
be introduced to council, according
to Lee. "This is the first step of
a complete updating of the ASB
constitution and ASH acts," Lee
commented.
Budgets of ASB subsidized projects and activities will also begin
being discussed. All ASB monies
must be budgeted this spring if
they are to be received next year.
The replacement for Don MeInnis, senior representative who
resigned to meet graduation requirements, will be reported on by
Margaret Davis, personnel officer.
Council will meet in sections A
and B of the Cafeteria at 2:30
p.m. today. Anyone may attend.

*

Photo by Larry Bellis
JAMES FARMER, well-known for his participation in civil rights demonstrations across the
nation, discusses the "plight of the Negro"

with interested students. Farmer is on the SJS
campus for the three-day "Dilemma of the
American City" conference.

’Cities’ Squabble

Chairman Counters Protest
A program chairman for the
"Dilemma of the American Cities"
forum plucked the ruffled feathers
of protesting SJS Mexican-American students yesterday, insisting
that speaking invitations were extended to all minority groups.
Robert Kelley, one of three students who chose speakers for the
program, countered charges by
picketing Mexican-Americans who

accused the selection committee
of excluding their mlnolity group.
The Negro junior told the signwaving marchers in Morris Dailey
Auditorium they were protesting
something they didn’t understand
- something they couldn’t back up
with facts.
"I have absolutely no reservation in saying that the program
board made vet), attempt to contact and engage prominent mem-

raeific Neighbors hoard members will meet Friday at 7:30 p.m.
In the Home Economics building
lounge to select exchange students who will travel to Okayama,
Japan as part of the Pacific Neighbors program
Applications for the Program
must he turned in to the foreign
lanai:ago department, corner of
7th and San Carlos Streets, or
John Graham, 124 S. 11th St. by
today.

day and ends tonight, Farmer conveyed his disappointment that "the
victories of the movement have
been so virtually fruitless to the
little people of the nation."
"If the movement is a revolution," Farmer declared, "it is a
failure, and if it is a reformation,
it is still in progress."
Although Farmer considers the
civil rights work now being done
"ineffective," he believes that
"there have been some important
sparks thrown off," one of these
being the "Dilemma of the Amen-

*

Farmer Sees Cure
For Negro Dilemma
By FRANCINE MILLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"The buck and the ballot" are
the keys to solving the dilemma
of the Negro in urban America,
according to James Farmer, president of the Center for Community
Action Education and former director of CORE (Congress on Racial Equality).
"The Negro must develop a sense
of identity and self-worth. He must
develop his full economic potential,
and political power commensurate
with his numbers," Fanner said in
a press conference Monday afternoon.
Commenting on the similarity of
this idea with the Black Power
movement of Stokely Carmichael,
Farmer, a participant in the threeday "Dilemma of the American
City" conference, stated, "The concept of black power is a good
one, but it has been misinterpreted.
Black power is not the cause of
anything; it is the reflection that
the victories of the past have been
for the middle-class Negro. There
has been no substantial change in
the status of the man at the
bottom."
"The crucial need now is for a

hers of the Mexican-American
community," he said.
The board, according to Kelley,
wrote letters and made phone calls
to numerous Mexican -American
leaders and were turned down. He
said the list included leaders from
San Jose, Delano and Texas.
The complaint of MexicanAmerican exclusion from the threeday conference first came to light
Monday when University of California professor Dr. Octavio Romano, a featured panelist, quit
the program. Romano attacked the
forum committee for what he
called an "unbelievable, insulting
exclusion of the largest, minority
in northern California."
Kelley said he met with Romano
later Monday afternoon and told
the educator, an anthropologist,
that he was wrong in blaming the
program board for something the
Mexican -Americans caused.
"The Mexican -American, traditionally, has no desire to promote
his own cause, They, like Negroes,
have a lot of grievances, but until
The New Student ha,’, requested
now, have heen passive," Kelley
said.
that the ASB allocate $122.30 to
the newspaper so that it could pay
two outstanding hills at yesterday’s Financial Advisory Board
meeting, according to Graduate
W.’ ant to Chinese Tangle? Want Representative Phil Whitten.
"The New Student has been
to know what a Chinese Tangle
is? Come to the first Co-Rec of threatened with imminent suit in
the semester tonight from 7:30 to Municipal Court unless this money
9:30, in the Women’s Gym to find is paid forthwith," Whitten stated.
In a memo to the FAR Whitten
rut it
The Zu recently has recorded for explained why the New Student
Epic Records "Love Sounds Dif- feels it is justified in its request.
ferent" and "Stevie’s Hate Song." The New Student was banned from

massive attack on the slums," Farmer pointed out. Citing the necessity for decent housing and quality education in the ghetto, Farmer said that the real key is jobs.
He called for a program to train
the poor in skills for specific jobs,
and an effort to produce more
jobs for these people to man.
Farmer said he would like to see
the President apply "the Johnson
treatment" in an effort to call together important heads of foundations and industry, bankers and
philanthropists to tavest in ghetto
communities, building plants for
walk-to-work jobs, making loans to
those who wish to open a business,
and providing industrial help for
management training.
The civil rights leader, however,
noted a move to the political right
within the country and within the
Congress. "The most popular issue
today is the war against crime,
not the war against Poverty."
stated Farmer. "To many," he
added, "crime is identified with
Negroes."
Farmer also expressed concern
with "the crisis" when young Negroes return from Vietnam and
realize they do not have the freedoms they had been fighting for.

can City" series taking place on
the SJS campus this week.
Farmer outlined the plight of
the Negro in American Society
from the time he lost his image of
"a half-naked native dancing
around a missionary cooking in a
stew pot," to today.
SITUATION STILL THE SAME
"Despite all the Civil Rights
Acts that have been passed by
Congress," Fir-er said. "every
thing has ehaneed. butt It’s still the
same as it was."
Refering to the situation in the
South. Farmer indicated that the
"black man" can now eat a hot
dog at the lunch counter on the
corner, or check into the fanciest
hotel in town, "but de facto segregation is still being practiced
against the Negro."
"It’s so important for a man to
feel like a human being," he dedared. "Big deal! So a Negro can
eat at the lunch counters or register at a fancy hotel. What does
that mean?"
Farmer drew on the beliefs of
the late Muharnmed X who said,
"The Negro is not an American,
and will never be treated like one."
Farmer told a story about a debate
the Black Muslim leader had with
a friend.
RIGID ’GHETTO’ LINE
"What makes you think you are
an American?" Mohammed X
asked. The man answered, "Because I was born here." He replied,
"Just because a cat has a litter of
kittens in the oven, does that make
them biscuits?"
He feels that "Despite fair-housing committees and whatnot in
our cities, residential segregation
has increased. A rigid ’ghetto line’
has been set up."
Farmer told the awed crowd
that whenever the pressure of the
poor Negro in the urban scene becomes too much, "The government
always calls together the Civil
Rights leaders of the nation and
offers us a bill.
"We don’t need any more bills,"
he emphasized, "What we need is
money to help us in the war
against poverty."

New Student Requests ASB Allocation

Students To Japan
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NAUTICAL DECOR
Barrels serve as tables, while the front
stage is draped in fish nets and more barrels.
One wall serves as a gallery for students’ pop
art. Posters announcing the latest student
movement line the back wall.
An old piano next to the door serves as a

combination bench and coat rack when it’s
not in use.
Although there were a lot of them present
the place really isn’t a hippie hangout. The
only anti-war poster seen the entire evening
consisted of a sad looking American eagle with
the words In God We Trust printed underneath. The sole reference to drugs was a small
poster saying, "LSD -Less Self Direction."
Religion was there too, but again, in small
amount. A Negro minister circulated among
the wall-to-wall crowd, more interested in
hearing what they had to say than in discussing any beliefs of his own.
The people, averaging almost 250 each
night, were doing almost as many different
things as the student "types" they represented.
One continuous chess game, which seemed
to have a set of five revolving players, was
the night’s big attraction toward the rear of
the Wall. Three other chess contests, plus a
Chinese checkers match, went on and off
throughout the evening.
DIVERSE ENTERTAINMENT
A short, dark-haired girl sat next to a
barrel in one corner reading "In Fellowship of
Kings." She looked up, smiled, and said it was
"passable literature."
Most, however, sat or leaned against a wall,
drinking coffee and watching a steady stream
of entertainment as diverse as the clientele.
The music, some regular folk, some folk
rock and some jazz, was sung or played by
students in ivy league dress and hair tilts,
others clothed in whatever it is they call it,
and one resembling a combination Mississippi
riverboat gambler and European diplomat.
At one point, the inside crowd became so
large that some students sat in front of
opened windows, watching and listening.
The Wail’s atmosphere seemed to reach
outside too.

Chinese Tangle
Co-Rec Feature

n.

Pn,11 by A. J. Dub,e1
CO-REC committee, John Giglin, Carolyn Charleston, Joann
Holmes and Kathy Harbottle, organize tonight’s special event,
the Chinese Tangle.

campus for one month by the Student Advisory Board. One day before the suspension ended the ASH
Judiciary reversed the SAB decision.
"During that four-week period,
we were not allowed to publish.
This had several effects among
which were at we were still
being charged for equipment which
could not he usedamounting to
$122.30; therefore, we could not
pay for it, and ( lit we could not
build the necessary capital to withstand the anticipated rainy season
(during which time sales drop

drilS1 icushy )", Whitten stated in
his memo to FAB.
"The New Student. feels then,
that the ASH is morally and legally responsible for the reimbursement of these funds to the New
Student for the purpose of paying
these indicated debts," Whitten
concluded.
"No conceivable act of the ASH
could, however, bring back this important outlet for indepth analysis
of current problems and for dissent from current solutions to
these problems," Whitten lamented.
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Insighter
By CINDY LYLE
The casual observer might wonder what
has become of the sanity of a colhgiak
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Editor

Jerry Tow risend

A (IN ertising Manager .

Jack Croban

student body vvhich would give a sec I
glance to the proposals of all 515 track

star and neophyte politician who thinks
himself qualified to indicate how a well.
established daily newspaper should be run.
Nevertheless, it seems a bill authored
by such a person will today face council
verdict which, if effected, would give a
group of se%eii representatives of ASH and
various schools of the college ultimate
-e editors of ASH-funded
authority to re
publications.
A group not directly associated with
the Department of Journalism and Adver-

Editorial

Watchdog on a Leash
When student government officials
and representatives of the college
press cross paths. disagreement is frequent. Such is the case with the Editorial Advisory Board bill, which is
up for council consideration this afternoon.
Such conflicts can result only in the
betterment of the academic climate at
SJS. We welcome the chance to justify
our actions. As is evident by now. we
are apprehensive about the compromise bill, which provides for a board
of only seven members to pass judgment on the "accuracy" and "responsibility" of Daily coverage. The proposed board also would appoint and
remove Daily editors.
It has been the aim of the Daily to
remain free from undue influence or
domination by minority groups or campus factions. We try to do justice first
to the college as a whole, and secondly
to interest groups. Admittedly. this
calls for a decision, or in psychological terms a "value judgment," on our
part.
Student government on this campus
has no check, other than the Spartan
Daily. Even we are not presently completely independent of the ASB. since
about one-fourth of our budget is subject to the good will of a particular
set of student officials. Last academic
year the Daily printed 10,000 copies
each day for an enrollment of 19,500.
This year we print 8.000 copies for a
population of nearly 22.000. How well
did the Daily get along with Pres. John
Hendricks last year? Not very well.
The issue of an Editorial Board has
implications far beyond the composition of such a group, or what it should
represent. The question seems to be,
not should the ASH establish a board
to help guide the Daily. but should
the paper have ANY direct ties with
student government in policy, finance,
or elsewhere.
How can the Daily function as a responsible newspaper with its budget
strings held by the very organization
it is responsible for checking? This is
as logical as using a toy poodle for a
watchdog.
Further. can a seven -man board (six
appointed by heads of schools of the
college and one selected by Student
Council). organized and set up by ASB
statute make decisions which come
only with years of journalistic train.

ing? Is any board. %%hose powers are
derived from the statute of another
agency. truly free of the control of
the establishing agency?
Upon what basis could school deans
make their appointments? Indeed.
%hat type of individuals would apply
for the jobs? Could a body of seven
effectively represent the interests of
the SJS community?
Questions reveal perhaps more answers than do statements. We don’t
pretend to ha% e all the answers, but
neither does Substitute Bill No. 60.
We can only hope that there are
this in
as many open minds as
today’s council session.

tising could hardly exercise more control
over the news and editorial content of

ng that the purpose of the prolawlliacal:.i
Iti(
posed editorial advisory board would bit
primarily punitive, author of the bill
Ken Shackelford theorizes that the board
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"Do you think we should negotiate the war on poverty on the basis
?"
of these peace-feelers

Guest Room

Legislative Author Defends Advisory Bill
By KEN SHACKELFORD
Senior Representative
lii a series of artichs written by members

of the Spartan Daily staff, an attempt has
been made to present the Editorial Advisory Board as an instrument to be used
by the ASB "parties in power" for the
control of the supposed "free press" of
SJS. As co-author of the press bill presently before Stiolt.nt Council, I can think of
no one m ) i )) ion that could be further
from realit%. The reaction of the staff
could lu expected, for if the bill passes,
those select members of our campus who
take journalism classes would no longer
have absolute control in deciding for

20,000 fellow-students what is to be printed
in this school’s only paper.
If anything. Council Bill No. 62 would
promote a system of greater freedom of
the press by providing an independent
campus representative check on the student rilitor of the Spartan Daily. The new
structure could begin to insure a more
objecliv c and responsible newspaper by

removing. absolute r -er of news disseminat.
from one small group, or in particular, one individual.

EmToRim. FREEDOM
Presently the Spartan Daily editor is
the only major student official on this
camims who is not held accountable to
s
person. or body of persons. for his
all 1(411. Appointed by the ASB president.
he is %it-wally free to act without regard
to that person’s wishes and with no fear
of removal.
This separalion of the press from the
government is important and should and
will he maintained. In an effort to maintain a free press, the faculty of the de-

pat-intent of tokenising and journalism
has been restrirted to an advisory role.
This is justified. for who wants faculty
telling students what they can print in
their paper? The people who advertise
in the Daily could care little about the
slant of news so long as the ads are printed
and students conti llll e to pick up copies
of the paper. In the final analysis, we
see that the three contributing factors
which allow the Spartan Daily to exist
have no influence over an editor who
operates as a completely autonomous individual with the power to discern the
true from the false for a population of
20,000 students.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
The SJS student community has created
a newspaper, the only means of mass media
communication on this campus, and handed it over to one person to do with as he
please. If the editor wishes to print a
series on "Crisco Parties,- or promote
the activities of a particular person in
student government, he may do so at will
with the cry "Freedom of Press" as his
shield. Who could believe that one person
has the ability to decide truth for all and
do so ill the interest of freedom. It has
been stated that the "Daily staff is responsible to the SJS academic community."
Perhaps by their conscience they might
he held responsible. But who is to insure
that tonscience of the Spartan Daily will
alvvavs be aligned with the interest of the
SJS academic community?
"The purpose of the Editorial Advisor),
Board is to review and evaluate all publications subsidized by the ASH funds as
to the publications’ truthfulness, accuracy,
and responsibility." This body would be
composed of six (61 student members

appointed by the deans of the six (61
schools of the college and one Student
the
Council Representative elected fr
Student Council. It should be noted that
the membership of the Board is am led
from outside the ASB so as to discourage
charges of student government control of
the free press. The Board would insure
that the Daily abide by a group of excellent rules established in its own Spartan
Daily Staff Manual and Style Guide.
EVALUATION OF ARTICLES
In summary, the proposed Council bill
would provide for a group of seven individuals representing every aspect of campus life reviewing anti evaluating the
articles of the Spartan Daily in respect to
truthfulness, .accuracy, independence, intpartiality, and responsibility. Their power
would not allow restraint or suppression
of the news, the Board’s function would
be of a punitive nature, enabling the
punishment by removal of an editor who
might step blatantly beyond the practices
of good reporting as laid down in the
canons of journalism.
Rather than having one person, who
historically has been chosen from among
the student members of the department of
advertising and journalism, making news
policy desirous without a formal check;
I would promote a system whereby a group
of individuals comprised of all elements
of the campus would evaluate the performance of editor which they have appointed, and in the event that due cause
is found. have the power to reprimand

him. The Editorial Advisory Board would
provide a truly democratic and representative press whose news and news slant could
be said to he the product of every segment
of the SJS community.

Guest Editorial

. "Shackelford fails to note is that,
illteL"tt
W
unlike any number of special interest
groups, the Daily staff has but one interest that of producing a top rate newspaper which hest fulfills the needs of the
student body at large. Staff members are
prompted to produce exetIlence not only
because of loyalty through identifitation
important because
with the staff,
their professional futures depend to a
large extent on the quality of "string
books" they can offer employers and the
rating the publication has earned on which
they interned.
If Shackelford is under the illusion
that the Daily lacks a competent watchdog to supply it with direction and criticism, he grossly underrates the staff’s two
faculty advisers. Years of professional exmake them the
perience and dedicat
most effective authority under which a
student newspaper could f ’lion. Daily
staff critiques allow them to voice evaluations of the accuracy and relevancy of
news content.
In order to implement Shackelford’s
theory of newspaper aloofness to special
interest groups to its fullest, the Daily
should ideally be free of ties with all such
groups, been g more responsible directly to the students.
It would seem this ideal is infringed
sufficiently by Spartan Daily’s dependence
on the arbitrary allocation of ASB funds
for a share of its budget (currently
$30,000 of its $100,000 yearly budget)
without being subject additionally to a
board with authority not only to criticize
but to remove.
Should the Daily not assume the traditional journalistic role of acting as a
watchdog or gadfly to political activity?
As it now stands, this relationship seems
reversed.
This writer suggests our senior representative withhold his proposal until he
can justify also the establishment of advisory boards comprised of departmental
representatives which would regulate similarly both the track team and student
government.
111111
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Chairman Explains Threat to Daily’s Freedom
This afternoon Student Council may
consider measures creating a review,
or "accountability" hoard with varying
authority (depending upon whose hill)
over the editor of the Spartan Daily.
Grave danger to freedom of the
Spartan Daily could he the outcome
of a wrong decision by the council.
One proposal. for example
that the
accountability board, with power to
fire the editor, consist of six students
appointed by the student body presiwould simply make the Daily
dent
subordinate to student government.
Other proposals seem equally tindesirableft may startle readers of this paper
to know that student government con-

would have the power to "slap the hands
of the editor if he steps out of line" since
"every individual at SJS almost without
eXceptliort is responsible to lllll cone except
the editors."
The senior representative further rationpeople are better able
alizes that
student
to judge objectively than "
group of students with a vested
or

stitutes the one continuing and persistent threat to freedom of the student press on this campus. The Journalism Department faculty are commonly suspected of "controlling" the
Daily: but the fact is that the journalism far ulty. all ex -practitioners, are
professionally dedicated to a free
press. This faculty has constituted a
determined harrier against infringements on Spartan Daily freedom . . .
and sometimes the only one.
Potentially, the college faculty as a
whole comprises another line of defense. Through its Academic Council
it has endorsed the liberal "free student press" principles of the Association of American University Professors.

The college administration, both by
instinct and administrative decision,
is unreservedly committed to a free
student press.
Only stttdent government. with its
control over Spartan Daily budget, and
power of appointment of the editor,
offers a serious threat to what has been
one of the proud possessions of this
school a free newspaper. A mistaken
action by Student Council this afternoon could he disastrous to that freedont.
The journalism faculty does not reject the principle of "accountability"
of the editor. On the contrary. But it
believes accountability should be to a
Publications Board without political
orientation, and broadly representing

the college. It should be a review board,
without power of censorship, but with
authority to appoint as well as remove
the editor.
If that is what the council comes
up with, fine. Most of the major colleges and universities throughout the
country have such a board. But if the
council decides to go bush league, and
throw the Spartan Daily into student
politics, then all of us
students, faculty and administration alike
have
lost something precious.
Dwight Bentel,
Chairman, for the faculty
Department of Journalism
and Advertising
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Election Board Positions Open
Interviews for two positions on the ASB Election Board will be
held today and tomorrow from 2 to 5 p.m. in the College Union, according to Paul Morey, Board chairman.
The six-member Election Board is seeking a member-at-large and
a student attorney, whose job is to investigate election proncedure
Violations.

Resident Adviser Sought
The Housing Office is interviewing upper-division and graduate
women for the position of resident advisor, effective immediately. The
Housing Office is located in Building X on S. Fifth St.
Resident advisors "live in" and are paid a salary of $100 a month,
according to the Housing Office.

Tau Dolts To Hold Smoker
Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic honorary fraternity, will hold its
formal smoker for prospective members, tonight at 7 p.m.
All interested SJS male students, with a 3.0 GPA for more than
30 units, are invited to attend.
The Tau Dells, responsible for such publications as the Tower
List and Tower Magazine, will hold the "smoker" in the Cafeteria’s
Faculty Dining Room.

Women’s Problems Presented
The campus Newman Center will present the first of six programs concerning problems facing women in today’s world, tonight
at 7:30 p.m.
"Women in the Revolutionary Sixties-Psychology of Love," is
the first panel topic. Cornelia Tomes, dean of women at SJS; Mrs.
Robert Pratt and Sister Mary Antoinette, Newman advisor, will make
up the panel for tonight’s discussion.

ACSCP Seeking f
Faculty Lecturers Con
On Budget Issue
The SJS chapter of the Association of California State College
Professors (ACSCP) is currently
seeking SJS faculty speakers to be
used in the ACSCP lecture program designed to inform the citizens and the business community
of Santa Clara County on the issues of the "current educational
crisis."
In a memo to the SJS faculty,
Dr. James Clark, local president of
the ACSCP stated, "We of the
ACSCP feel that the true battlefield for a properly budgeted, tuition-free educational system, is the
community, and that the nature of
the fight is political."
"It would seem, that the logical
place to carry this fight is to PTA
meetings, or business luncheons.,.
to the places where the voter
meets to discuss voter issues,"
Clark continued.
According to Clark, the ACSCP
local urges all faculty members
who would be interested to volunteer for the speaking program.
"Full participation will be an
excellent way for us to show faculty concern for what is now happening to California higher education," he said.
Scheduling will be handled
through the local ACSCP office,
ext. 2276.

Artists Have ’Steal’ Day at SJS
in a neighborhood grocery store.
When she returned to her unlocked car, the violin was gone.
All the "student" had to do to
obtain a $200 microscope from the
science building was to give a fictitious name and addiess. A later
check found the person not registered.
An office worker was expecting
a repairman to pick up a floor
lamp. To make it easier for the
repairman, the lamp was set outside in the hallway. The lamp was
taken by some unauthorized person before the repairman arrived.
Graham has drawn up rules that
could stop a majority of thefts:
Offices should not be left unattended.
Keep valuables locked in a
safe place.
Check anyone wanting to borrow equipment or take equipment
for repair.
Establish security measures

"In a year’s time, if a person
can’t steal equipment valued at
$10,000 from this campus, he is
not a very good thief," said Elmer
Graham, supervisor of security.
"SJS is a very lucrative place
for a con man," he added.
Theft from office buildings
cated within the campus has increasingly become a source of revenue for many criminals. Articles
stolen range f torn office machines
to secretaries’ purses, state property as well as personal property.
Many visitors and students roam
through buildings and offices without ever being questioned. It is
impossible for the security department to patrol the corridors of the
many office buildings.
"It would help considerably if
people stopped being careless,"
Graham said.
A student left a violin she had
checked out from the music building in her car while she shopped

SCREEN
SCENES

CALL PHIL WHITTEN
297-5527
4

Famous HART METAL
Skis and Poles

Yes We Deliver!!
MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA
SALAMI PIZZA .......

...... ..........

PEPPERONI PIZZA

$ 6

Holidays

$ 7

Javelins

$10

Ski Racks VW $1.50 Reg $2
Ski Rack with Lock

$3

1.95

Trunk Rack

$3

1.95

Stretch Ski

1.95

Quilted Parkas

$2

1.95

After Ski Boots

$2

$1.95

PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)

$

Skis Boots with Metal Skis $2

Delivery Menu
BEEF PIZZA

5

Mercurys
Standards

Mushrooms (cup)

.25

Spaghetti (With garlic bread)

.99

Pants .......

$3

Toboggans, wood and metal
$2.50 & up
Toboggan Boots
$2

Salad (Tossed green) .................

.40

Coke-Sprite (12 oz.)

.20

Flying Sno-Saucers
Small $ I -Large $ 1.50

Supper fresh
right out of our 250 mobile
oven. Call for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKIE" dinner tonight!

WEDNESDAY IS
GROUP NIGHT
Special rates for all organized groups with prior arrangements.

12 inch pizzas only

DINNER-4 big, plump places of fried chicken; delicious serving of spaghetti and hot garlic bread
$1.55
CRATE-The party pleaser-packed with 8
ready-to-eat pieces of golden-fried chicken ...
an outstanding value!
$1.99

Phone 298-3177

WE DELIVER
10th & William Street
San Jose, California

Delivery Hours:
Sun. through Thurs., 4 p.m. to midnight
Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

sumoopy

Now Ort-el

295-3805

126b W.

DIAMONDS WORTHY OF PRIDE AND ASSURANCE

Aid
Brides-to-be - see these rings! They, are four of
the newest, fined, solid nAtufal gold wedding
rings to be found. They am extra weight. extt.t
Precise in craftsmanship. Proctor’s is proud .to
offer them - you will be proud to wear one ...
for the test of your life!
A.
0.
C
D.

91 SOUTH PIM’
Open

..... Groom’s
Groom’s
Groom’s
Groom’s

matching
matching
matching
matching

ring
ring
ring
ring

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

CHOOSE 711E FINEST
Whelk it conies to diamonds

32.95
125.00
89.50
55.00

you’ll

sr, eotroown
Thurs. ’iii9

307. TOWN & COUNTRY
Open 3f on., Thum, Fri. ’tit 9:30

mi.=

WCAILQ

2. 95 - 4798

OPEN DAILY AT NOON

OLICIMING
13.14NDS...
return
Sept. 5
Aug. 31
Sept. 6
Aug. 29
Aug. 31
Sept. 5
Aug. 7

342 S. 11th St., San Jose

Wood Skis, Boots, and Poles
$4.50

THE NEVER ON FRIDAY CLUB
A group of single, fun loving,
young adults (21-35 only).

Return from
Europe to S.F.

61::

Rates per WEEK -END
Wood Skis and Poles
$3

Presented by

TAX INC

Continental
TWA
AAL-Iberia
World
AAL-Iberia
AAL
Continental

PICKUP ANYTIME
THURS., FRI., SAT.
RETURN MONDAY
UP UNTIL 9 p.m.

M.F.N.T.D.... More Fun Not To Date

ROUND TRIP

leave
June 13
June 14
June 15
June 17
June 20
June 21
June 27

LONGEST WEEKEND
AT LOWEST PRICES

Two Six Piece Combos ... Slow and Rock
Members: $1.50
Non -Members: $2.00

JET EUROPE
999
Leave San Francisco
arrive London

SKI
RENTALS

JACK TAR HOTEL
Van Ness Ave. and Geary

STUDIO

FROM

There are usually more thefts at
the beginning of the year; most
thefts are from buildings that instruct students of vadous majors;
the one building that reports most
missing articles is the boys’ dormitories, but from the girls’ dormitories there are few complaints.
It is up to each department to
notify the property office if something is stolen. Othei wise it may
be two years before a piece of
equipment is reported missing because a general inventory occurs
only at periods of two years.
Of the stolen property, Baggot
said, "We have got very little
back."

Friday, March 3, 1967 ... 8:30-1:30 a.m.

Students Win
Six Awards

Tower List Dispute
Continues at Forum

tailored to each office or building.
si Dont assume that a person
hasn’t the nerve to steal.
From July 1, 1966 to the present,
property lost because of theft has
amounted to $415, according to
George Baggot of the property
office.
"We usually don’t lose more than
$500 in one fiscal year," he said.
About a year ago, the biggest
item stolen to date consisted of
two $925 Monroe calculators. Three
had been delivered to Centennial
Hall. When a property office worker went to serialize the machines,
he found only one.
One of the most common items
stolen is the readily available fire
extinguisher. "They cost about $17
each, but the fine for taking one is
$500. A lot of them are found
following the football games," Bag.
got said.
There are some trends in stealing that are familiar to Baggot.

You’re Invited to a
TGIF PARTY

SAM Plans Orientation
The SJS chapter of Society for Advancement of Management
(SAM) will hold its spring semester orientation meeting tonight in
Concert Hall.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m.
SAM President Joe Leonard urges students interested in management to attend.
SAM’s campus chapter, voted the nation’s best for the past three
SJS captured six awards in
out of four years, is the second largest club at SJS with 400 members. journalism last weekend at the
Applications for membership are available at the Student Affairs
18th annual California IntercolBusiness Office,
legiate Press Association conference in Sacramento.
A first-place trophy was won by
the fall 1967 Sparta Life magazine
for over-all excellence in feature
magazine competition. Vince Streano, who did a picture story on
Tommy Smith for Sparta Life,
captured a third place in magaFaculty am students failed to sor is effective is his ability to zine photography.
bridge the opinion gulf separating arouse his students. The professor
Sparta Life is published each
them over merits of the contro- has judgment which the student
versial Tower List at last Friday’s does not," Broyles said. "The idea semester. It combines aspects of
Open End Forum, sponsored by that students can render judg- the former campus feature magaTau Delta Phi.
ments in this area is awe inspir- zine, Lyke, and, the -former yearThe SJS honorary scholastic fra- ing."
book, La Torre.
ternity brought student proponents
Michael Schmidt, philosophy proIn editorial writing, Rick Skinof the teacher rating list together fessor, defended Broyles’ position, ner, Spartan Daily managing ediwith its faculty critics, but the saying a professor is like a "drill tor, took a second place trophy.
groups weren’t able to agree on sergeant. Discipline is essential. It Jim Brewer, executive editor, won
much of anything.
should not be sacrificed for the a third place gold press card for
Owen M. Broyles, professor of happiness of the student."
his article on the Seventh Street
economics and the Tower List’s
Byron Rabin, member of Tau arrest of Allen Kopke. Last sechief critic, called it a "new form Delta Phi, argued with Broyles, mester’s investigative series on
of apple polishing."
saying, "Students are capable of lockout won third place press
"The test of whether a profes rating professors. They are more cards for Steve Kech and Judy
capable to judge the communica- Walter.
tion which takes place between
The Radio-TV news department
student and professor than anyreceived a special award, since no
one on the faculty."
other colleges entered the RadioAnother student, Bill Threfall,
TV category.
agreed with Rabin, saying the
San Diego State College won
list’s principle was correct. "If
students are not qualified to rate first place in over-all daily newstheir instructors, are we qualified paper production for five consecuto assess the communication of tive issues, while Sacramento
State won the sweepstakes trophy
the panel?" he asked.
Broyles countered that, "The for excellence in all categories.
bulk of the people are unable to
receive communication. They’re
not awake or alert."
Gary Troskie, grand magistrate
292.6778
39614suith First
for Tau Delta Phi, claimed the
"Weld of Ow Generals"
actual question of the list’s value
a nd
had been overlooked. "A college is
"Appaloosa"
a market place of ideas, and Tau
Student DI
t Robes
Delta Phi has an idea. Let’s see
where we can take this idea."
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Battle Tigers Friday

’Fast Moving

Victorious Cagers After Big Game Judo
’in
At Berkeley
ttv JIM

!set in the WCAC the SJS basket Editor
bailers go after an even larger foe
Ere.h t!,
.rtling up- ! this week when they entertain the
rniversity of Pacific Tigers Fri,y night at Civic Auditorium.
’hey travel to Moraga for a
t,, I a, Ls lit I.t
cne with St. Mary’s Saturday.
The Spartans broke even in a
,..,-game home stand last week.
They lost to Santa Clara, 75-74.
but played their best game of the
year Saturday in clumping the
kexall 2)rityi
University of San Francisco, 73-69.

as USE outrebounded SJS. Missed
free shots also hampered the Spartan attack, although the final 10
points, six by sophturnore guard

STATI;
Clara

270 F. Santa

Lower Everyday Prices
Prescriptions

A Gift From Coty
Free
Refillable purse perfume %itli
pureltase
of Valium (le Toilette

(;t).(;t) Speriais
Q-Tips, 170 Cotton -1 ipperl
S%abs
9lic value Go-Co price (die
Bufferim 100 Tablets
$1.39 val. Go-Go price 99c
Clearsil Creans Large 11/2
oz. size
$1.19 sal. Go-Go price 79e
Pepto-Bismol 8 oz. bottle
98e value Go-Go price 69e
Nlierin Oral Antiseptic
12 oz. bottle
$1.09 sal. Go-Go pries. 7fh,

TOP SCORER
Against the Tigers Friday, SJS
will not only be facing the league’s
No. 1 team but also the WCAC’s
leading all-time scorer in Keith
Swagerty. ’rhe native Camden High
of San Jose prep star. Swagerty
surpassed USIr’s all-time great Bill
Russell as the league’s top career
scorer last week against Loyola.
Stopping UOP is something the
Tigers’ last 17 opponents have not
been able to do. After a slow start,
Dick Edwards’ cagers have lived
ter to early season speculations.
They beat SJS 107-60 in Stockton.
The game will close the home
season for SJS, in a year that has
just started to produce victoties.
have won three of
their last five WCAC contests and
list :al 8-12 over-all record.

The st,artans

TIED FOR FIFTH
Coach Dan Glints’ club has also
moved into a tie for fifth place in
the league, which was thought impossible when the season started.
In playing their best game of
the season before a television audience Saturday, the Spartans committed only five turnovers, the
lowest of the season. Coupled with
45 per cent shooting, even a 27
point performance by Dennis Black
wasn’t enough for the Dons.
"Any day we can accomplish
ic.se same figures." Glint’s said.
1.’re W/itig to be mugh to beat."
All t acid s of the game did not
the St.artans’ way, however,

See a complete line
of H.I.S. casual slacks
in

M ACY ’S

oTIGER SHOP
Macy’s

Valley

Fair

his gives tradition
a kick in
the pants

t

Bob South, were scored from the
charity line.
"We can’t let this happen against
a team like Pacific," Glines warns.
A well-balanced scoring attack
shows three players averaging in
double figures, and two others
Iflirting with the double-figure
:mark.
’1
Consistency has been the word
for Steve Schlink, as he continues
to lead the Spartans in scoring
and rebounding. The senior forward has tallied 353 points for a
177 per game average, and snared
178 rebounds.
Rick Carpenter ranks second in
scoring with an 11.6 average followed by Don McConnell who will
carry a 10.5 average into the
Pacific contest.
Jim Meyer, a cinch for the most

Like the difference between
the guy with a pie -in -the-sky
scheme to get rich quick,
and the man with a plan for
financial security. Or the difference between a savings
plan that’s hale and hearty
as long as you are, and a life
insurance pr og r a m that
keeps going strong even
when you can’t.

-

=.- - - -----,
/ i

_ --..

di

Life insurance is one investment you can make today
that’s guaranteed to take the
strife out of life years from
now. That might be worth
more, from the very beginning, than you put into it.
That could be worth as
much, at any time, as you
planned to put into it in a
lifetime. And the sooner you
start, the less it costs.
Got some loose ends that
need pulling together?
We’re specialists at it .
.
especially for young people.

B. L. Reichmufh,
Manager
For information regarding
either your own Life Insurance Program or a Career in
Sales Management call 2975707.

210 North 4th Street
with bold Glen Plaids featuring Dacron:
Get the best of two worlds Authentic comfort of Post -Grad styling. Uninhibited look of a big plaid. 65% Dacron’ polyester and 35% Awilirayon. $8
at uninhibited store Press-Free Post-Grad Slacks by his

IN.,

Richard Flynn, Norio Yokoo and
Dart Vogel were promoted from
third to second degree brown belt.
Earning third degtee brown belt
honors were former white belts
Art Kameda, Lewis Solitske and
Glen Williams.

H

in on a double figure average with
a 9.6 figure.
Five members of the Spartans
will be playing for the last time
at home. Schlink, Carpenter, Clegg
and Dee Denser along with injured
guard John Keating close out three
years of varsity basketball.
The Spartans will try for their
second win in as many outings
against St. Mary’s Saturday. The
hapless Gaels found their home
court of value last weekend when
they won their first WCAC game
of the season. St. Mary’s dumped
second -place Loyola by two points
in perhaps the biggest upset of
the season. The Gaels are paced
by the shooting of senior forward
Jerry West,

Frosh Swimmers
Footloose And Mauled by Bears

Or just at loose ends?
Theres’ a big difference, you
know.

f
/tit(
,
i
_ . N

J

FALL, BABY, FALL
All Rick Carpenter can do to urge his
layup to fall through the hoop is pray after the shot. The senior
guard will close his home career for the Spartans Friday against
UOP.

Fancy-Free?

i
I
tip._ _ i ilUll_ ii

improved player of the year, has
a 9.9 ppg., but has averaged 17.4
After three Iournaments in three
since becoming a starter seven
cities in three days. Spat tan judogames ago. 13ill Clegg is clt.sing
kas continue their hectic pace this
week with a triangular match in
Berkeley tonight and the Pacific
AAU Senior Championships in
Sacramento Sunday.
Last weekend’s highly successful
and busy schedule started Friday
night at SJS when the Spartan
brown belts captured the Pacific.
AAU Junior Championships.
Alan Okamoto showed the way
for SJS that match, winning the
154-pound title.
Other Spartans to place high in
the tout nament were Irving Ozawa, Third in the 154 -pound division: George Henderson, third in
the 176-pound class; Paul Porter.
second at 205 pounds; and Robert
Flores, second in the heavyweight
division.
Saturday Yuzo Koga and Norio
Arima, a pair of SJS graduate
Istudents traveled, along with Coach
.Yosh Uchida to Seattle and won
’lisp Pacific Northwest AAU Chanspionships.
Arima captured the 154 -pound
ii, sion championship, and for the
consevittiVe year Koga won
Ii,’ 139 -pound title. After both
Spartans had defeated the tournament’s heavyweight winner, they
met to decide the over-all championship with Arima decisioning
Koga in double overtime.
Sunday in Berkeley several
Spartans moved up in the judo
world as the result of a promotional touinament.
Steve Spurling led the list, moving from second to first degree
brown belt.

PROVIIVENT

MUTUALIIIIIMI= LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA

SJS’ frosh swimmers dropped a
61-43 decision to the California
mermen last Saturday in Spartan
Pool despite good performances by
Tim Halley and Bill Gerdts, Coach
Tom Gallagher’s club met College
of San Mateo yesterday afternoon,
but the results were not available
for publication.
Gerdts stroked to a 2:09.3 victory in the 200 yard individual
medley to tie the SJS record set
by Halley two weeks ago. Halley
won the 200 yard butterfly in
2:07.4 for his best performance of
the year in that event.
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The QuerckeP gox
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Sports Editor

sit

he is
The basketball fun is an odd animal by nature. \V Ii,
needed he can not be found by even a super sleuth, hut when he isn’t
wanted he can’t he turned away.
Take the case of SJS for instance. Rookie basketball coaches
Dan Clines and assistant Stan Morrison are trying to build a strong
program this year.
Naturally enough, the results in this first year haven’t been
outstanding. But the coaches and players have one trait in common -they fail to give up.
This isn’t the case with Spartan rooters, however. The past
two games at Civic Auditorium with Santa Clara and the University
of San Francisco have been listed as SJS’ home contests.
At home games any team or coach expects local support. Yet
In both meetings the invading school has had more organized cheers
than goode olde SJS.
This isn’t the complete story. The band has attended all the
home games and has earned the reputation as one of the best in the
Bay Area. When Hank Greenwald, TV’s perpetual joke machine,
was reporting Saturday’s game on KTVU, he predicted that it would
be one of the best "orchestrated" of the season.
EXCELLENT JOB
The pompon girls have also made a number of appearances and
have done a likewise excellent job.
But cheering just hasn’t been one of our strong points this
season. While many may consider "cheering" a high school characteristic, some basketball coaches believe that local support can make
as much as a 10-point difference for their team,
Certainly it would be easy for Santa Clara or USF to bring as
many rooters to a SJS game as the Spartans since they are so
close to Civic.
But it will be a little embarassing Friday if University of Pacific rooters outnumber us Spartans. UOP was facing the same
situation as SJS a few years back when It was struggling to field
a winner. Now it must turn people away at the door.
Friday SJS plays its last home game of the season. The coaches
and players have put together a determined effort all season. and
desired united support In their last local appearance.
NCAA HAYS NO
While the AAU has been getting the largo shale of publicity at
SJS for the past weeks after barring Chris Papanicolaou, the NCAA
is entering the picture in the water polo office.
SJS’ Lee Walton has been a strong proponent for starting
NCAA championships in the fast-growing sport.
However, late last week he received a copy of a letter from
the NCAA saying, "The NCAA executive committee at its meeting
In January voted not to expand the association’s schedule of championship events. It was the executive committee’s opinion that there
was not sufficient notionwide interest in the establishment of additional national championships at this time."
It seems odd that while there isn’t enough national interest,
water polo is conducted in the Olympics and is fast becoming a
sport of international stature.

EAST
WEST
EUROPE
Walk in now for
Hofbrau-Style Food Moderate Prices

JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

TOUR: 75 Days

Complete Dinners

1,099 t;

Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia
Kosher

SwitzerEngland France
Italy
Monaco
land
Denmark
Holland
Austria
West
Finland
Sweden
East Germany
Germany
Poland
Yugoslavia
Greece
Soviet Union Czechoslovakia
Hungary Holland and
Belgium:

1.70

Baked Ham
Style Corned Beef

1.70
1.70

Roast Tons Turkey

1.70

Chicago Style Pastrami

L70

Roast Turkey Leg

1.55

COMBINATION PLATES

Any 2 meats L95
Any 3 meats 2.25
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter

$1,498 From
West Coast
For Free Folders
and Information

Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun.

CALL

Ballroom Leasing.

297-8000
San Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St., San Jose

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Saint* Claire Hotel

NEW
Grumbacher Acrylic Polymer Paints
in tubes!
also new

Grumbacher Brushes made for acrylic
paints only
Art Supplies for ALL classes

california book co., ltd.
134 c. van fernando
san jose

Banquet

Facilities,

Hotel Rooms from $85 per month.

4Pi

295-2626

Wednesday,

Weather Conscious
Nine at S.F. State
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Chris Will Miss AAU Meet

exhiBowlers Take
sixth Place
In Tourney
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Proving that you diar’t have to
Ire an all-star pitcher to throw
strikes, senior Roy Marlin led the
VS bowling team to a sixth place
finish in the Western Regional,
of the Third Annual Inter-collegiate Bowling Tournament held recently at Santa Barbara.
Martin, whose I.Tr7 total was
good for fourth place in the all
events competition, was named as
an alternate to the Western team
that will compete in the championships in Miami April I, 2 and 3.
The highest Spartan finish in the
tournament was the second place
recorded by the doubles team or
Martin and Gary Park. Park roiled
a 630 series and Martin added It
604 score to place the Spartans
just behind Los Angeles State.
In singles competition, SJS’ Mike
McMahan was tied for fourth with
a 605 series.
A rather sad antedote was provided by the Spartans’ Don Pickier
who rolled a triplicate for the second consecutive year in the tournament. Unfortunately, Pickler’s
three 161 scores were well below
his 203’s recorded last year.
Los Angeles State won the team
championship for men, while Chico
State captured the women’s title.
5.15 did not enter a women’s team,
_
BLENDED GASOLINE
To Save You Money
at

SILVA SERVICE
right! Silva Service is constantly improving its services to save money for the
customer. Now Silva has special gasoline
pumps that blend 7 different grades of major brand gasoline to suit your car’s requirements. Drive in and fill up with the grade
for your car. We’re sure you’ll he satisfied.
1
78 S. 4th St.SILVA

SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You.
Cosmetic make-up for the eyes,
big or small or any size.
Niake-up for a shiny nose.
keeps you covered when you blows.

Do you feel tired and neglected?
Our drugs can keep you disinfected.
Photo finishing (a free roll of film,
too).
Fastest service or I turn blue.
,,,,se

I’

eye drops
drops
dew drops
01 drops
vitamin drops
lemon drops
You Drop into Hill’s

l6

gill,

College Pharmacy
formerly Armstrong’s

huh &

292-5509

FRANK SINATRA

is singing the oldt songs
on ihe

NEW

KWh
1170
RADIO
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Leg Injury This Time

impres,inely in the Spartans’ tRui.
exhibition contests this season. It
was originally slated to start thfirst game at Davis, before the
deluge wiped out all plans.
_
.

tare

been readint; tt ,it her reports more
eagerly than box scores, try once
more to open the 1967 season tomorrow against the San Francisco
State Gators in San Franci,o
at 2 p.m.
ri.
After concluding a short
tion season on Feb. 18, the Spartans were scheduled to open collegiate play against Davis i Ii
last Saturda y. Unfortunaii.l.
somebody poked a hole in M.
bucket, and the Spartans wet,
forced to twiddle their collective
thumbs and complain about the
weather.
According to Coach Ed Sabczak
the doubleheader will be played
sometime later in the season, providing the two schools can find a
mutual gap in their schedules.
Right now, however, the Spartan
coach has a bigger problem --keeping his troops sharp and ready
for the opening game, despite the
long lay-off.
In an effort to give his team at
least a semblance of competition,
Solx7.ak ran it through a lively
intersquad game yesterday, and
gave all pilehers a chance to work
under game conditions.
Veteran Frank Pringborn will
start for ttie Spartans tomorritw.
The oat. 2(11)-)a and senior looked
got at in spits last year, and pitched
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Ph, t, by Jchn Morrill

THERE HE GOES Tommie Smith grimaces as he enters the
final lap of SJS’ world-record mile relay team in the recent
Golden Gate Invitational Meet in San Francisco. Smith will
anchor the Spartans again Saturday night when they meet Southern University in what proves to be a top event in the National
AAU championships in Oakland.

Monterey Peninsula College
Offers Frosh League Break
SJS freshmen baseballers get a
break from league play, but not
from the rigors of competition today as they battle Monterey Peninsula College on the frosh diamond at 3 p.m.
After three consecutive league
l
losses,
the Spartababes are hoping
that a non -conference opponent
will be the change needed to shake
them out of their early season
losing rut.
Either Tom Corder, the regular frosh shortstop, or left-hander
Walt Yost will start for the pitchin -thin Spartababes today.
’The reira theg-partababe lineup will have third baseman Lew
Kidd leading off and second base-

man Nick Franssen batting in the
No. 2 spot.
The power slots in the batting
order will be filled by Corder, left fielder Chuck Zuercher and catcher
Mike Hazelhofer.
Right fielder’ Don Amyx, first
baseman Jay Fike and either Roger Riggs or John White in right
field will round out the lineup.
Should Corder pitch, Zuercher
will move to shortstop and John
Sipila will fill the outfield vacancy.
The Spartababes lost their third
game of the young season Monday.
dropping a 9-1 slugfest to the Santa Clara frosh.
The Spartababes saw a chance
for a victory washed down the
drain last week, when the second
game of their doubleheader with
USF was called because of rain in
the first inning with SJS leading
1-0.
SJS lost the first game of the
BASKETBALL
twin bill 3-0, getting only one hit
A scoring duel between Rich
off USF hurler Chris Calhon.
Clauerie and John Jones highlighted Monday night’s play in the
Intramural Basketball Leagu e.
Grant Hall downed the Wenises in GymnastsEnd Dual
a high-scoring contest that saw
Clauerie score 26 for the winners
and Jones 22 in a losing cause.
Other top scorers were Jack
SJS’ improving gymnasts close
Wickersham and Bob Cavallero,
out the 1967 dual meel season this
both with 24, and Paul Rognier
weekend with two matches, the
with 23 counters. This was Rogfirst scheduled for Friday at Chico
nier’s second straight game of 20
State. The Spartans, 5-5 for the
points or more.
season, will then return home
Other scores were:
Saturday to entertain Sacramento
Bowery Boys 49, Awful Awful State.
42; Twine 50, Banding Moments
An unbelievable performance by
42; B.B. Inc. 50, Price’s Preachers Tony Coppola last weekend has
32; Me and Them 54, Moto Men brought the Spartan strongmen
38; Lechers 71, Ballhawks 25; along fast. The muscular junior
Newman Knights 62, ASB Super established a new school record
Jolts 32; 8th St. A.C. 62, Fugs 50; scored in one meet.
Violets 51, Jomar Hall 37; Hawks
He gained six first places against
forfeit over PEK; Zero’s 58, Tip the Indians, four of which were
Ins 24; IGA’s 60, Acacia 31.
won with nine points or more out
Vandals 55, Fasthreakers 44; of a possible ten. Friday against
Phi Mu Chi 39, Army ROTC 20; Santa Barbara Tony won four, inCharlie Brown’s All-Stars 42, Blue cluding a 9.3 score in the still
Horde 38; Semper Fidelis 41, Moul- rings.
der No. 2 41; Fat Angels 54, Black
Also competing for Coach Clair
Horde 29; Alpha Phi Omega 42, Jennett’s Spartans this weekend
Allen Hall No. 2 34; Laundrymen will be Kirk Kirkman, Steve Bra 30, Blue Sparks 23; Summerhill zis, Pete Jacobs, Burt Miller, Gene
rive forfeit over Chi Pi Sigma.
Sincich, and Mike Fjelstad.

intramurals

Season Saturday

By JIM STREET
Spartan Doily Sports Editor
Chris Paparricolaou will not compete in Friday’s and Saturday’s
National AAU meet in Oakland, it
was announced yesterday, but it is
not due to jurisdictional disputes.
The hard-luck SJS pole-vaulter
will be sidelined this meet because
of a leg injury, and unless HIS
trainer Lindsay McClean can come
up with It healing tome, two other
Spartan tracksters will miss the
meet.
For Papanicolaott, the injury
came only three days after the
AAU suspension was lifted from
him and 10 other foreign athletes
He reaggravated a tender thigh
muscle in his first jump at the
interclass meet and may be sidelined several weeks.
The other two injuries may not
be as severe as Papanicolaou’s.
Bob Griffin suffered a slight muscle pull while running in the 75yard dash Saturday, but McClean
said the sprinter may be ready
for Friday night’s running of the
60-yard dash.
TALMADGE KURT
Bob Talmadge, the second runner in SJS’ undefeated mile-relay
team, was injured at the interclass, but has been responding
well to treatments and stands a
good chance of competing with the
world record holding relay team.
There is an added healing incentive to Talmadge, who, like the
other members of the SJS track
team, are eagerly awaiting the

mile-relay showdown between the
Spartans and Southern University.
"We are loaded for bear and
we can beat San Jose State." the
SU coach optimistically stated recently.
The Spartans list the Nos. 1 and
ranked quarter-milers in the
world. Lee Evans, fresh from an
impressive performance in the Interclass 660, was undefeated in
440 competition last year, and
Tommie Smith set the 440 world
standard only two weeks ago in
Louisville, Ky.

high jump. He cleared 6-10 3 4 in
his first outdoor appearance of the
SeilSOn last Saturday.
Dwight Tucker and Bill Fowler
will compete in the triple jump
events. Tucker set a SJS record
with 49-7 leap Saturday. and Power showed a great deal of intprovianent.
Freshman Ralph Games is entered in the three-mile run, and
is the only freshman in the country who will compete in Oakland.
According to Tracy Walters,
Games has 10.,ked great in practiee Sessions, and has been beatSTILL CONVINCED
The Southern University head ing some of the freshmen at other
coach had a chance to see both colleges that he lost to in crossSmith and Evans in actionbut is country competition in the fall.
still convinced his charges can
top SJS.
The two relay teams will be
tabbed as world-record holders in
another of the many track events
with asterisks behind them. The
Spartans hold the world mark on
the more conventional 160-yard indoor track, while SU set its record
on the Louisville 220-yard oval
which is much faster because of
the lower number of curves.
In the Golden Gate Invitational,
SJS ran a 3:14.1 relay, while SU I
Kleenex
10c
turned in a 3:10.2 mark the 1O1 lowing day in Louisville.
3
Hershey
Bars
Sc
If Talmadge is unable to run,
Winter will go with veteran John
2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
Bar-bury. He is training with the
2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
relay team now, just in case the
call goes to hint.
24c
1 Box Cheer Soap
Ed Johnson, SJS "Field Athlete
Sc
2 Bars Ivory Soap
of the Week," is entered in the

CIGS

15’

Spartan Tankers Visit
Gauchos in Dual Meet
Attempting to get back on the
victory wagon after a close 59-45
loss to California last Saturday,
SJS’ varsity swimmers travel to
Santa Barbara Saturday for a
dual match.
The match with the Bears was
a squeaker, as the final score
hinged on the outcome of the final
event of the day, the 400 yard
free relay, A win by the Spartans
would have ended the match in
a 52-52 tie, but the Bear mermen
pulled out a victory with three
seconds to spare.
Spartan Coach Tom O’Neil expressed that, "We had some good
performances but there were also
stozrefrebeigredliasyapapondintthmeebnrets,asstuscthroaks.
ers.
"California probably had their
best meet of the season, which is
brought out by the fact that some
of our boys turned in their best
times of the season, but still finished second," the Spartan mentor
continued.
The four wins for SJS were by
the 400 yard medley relay, Ted
Mathewson in the backstroke, Dennis Spanek in the diving event,
and Steve Williams in the 500
yard free. Mathewson’s 2:08.3 was
his best time of the season for the

Crest large size

Try the frog legs provincial or the chateaubriand.
the lobster therm idor or the shish kabob.
Start the evening at Bohannon’s;
she’ll end it with n smile.

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

backstroke, as was Williams’ 22.7
in the 500.
Ron Coffman’s 11:00.3 in the
1000 free was also his best clocking for the season, but he had to
settle for a second place.
Following the Santa Barbara
match the Spartans will compete
in the NCAA College Regionals
starting March 9 at San Francisco
State. Then all qualifiers will participate in the NCAA College Finals March 16-18 at the City of
Commerce Pool in Los Angeles.
O’Neil’s 1966 squad placed second to San Diego State and all
but two of last year’s team members are returning.

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

SPARTANS

0

clip & use

with 1 paid admission
admit I free

0

21(i liourn of fun free with I paid admission. Good Tues., Wed.,
Thurs. A Sun. night only, 810:30 p.m.

SKATE ARENA
Good Until Sat.,
April I, 1967

292-2111

SYLVANIA
will be interviewing...
TOMORROW, MARCH 2
for the following graduates:
BS/MS/PhD EE
MS/PhD Statistics/Math
BS/MS ME
BS/MS IE
SEE YOUR PLACEMENT
OFFICE FOR OUR

4

BROCHURE

1401 South First
at Alma

292-1266

0

SKATE ARENA
1525 ALMII)E\ PCP.
(near El Rancho Drive-in)

hint and $41)0 else?
Dean Martin / Peggy Lee /
Elvis Presley / Tony Bennett / Andy Williams
/ Al Hirt / Nat King Cole / Patti Page Ray
Charles
and others!

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

Take her to Bohannon’s.
A Very Special Restaurant
For a Very Special Evening.

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

SY1NANL’i
ELEcriuxvIc
SYSTEMS

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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EOC Launches Operation Share;
Program Recruits SJS Tutors
By PATSY MILLER
Campus Life Editor
"When I heard about Operation Share I thought it would
be a good way to spend some of
my extra time. Most college students -and I am 00 exception- srenil a reat deal of time away
their studies. I felt that if
I was going to do this. I should
at least spend time doing something for someone else. After I
met my student, I realized that
I was really doing something
for myself."
In Operation Share it is difficult to say who is benefiting
more, the tutor or the tutored.
Marilyn Miller, senior home economics major, and 152 other SJS
students probably would call it a
tossup.
Operation Share is a program

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusirely for
THE COLLEGE MAN

COLLEGE
MASTER
from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.
because
... Guaranteed by
Coin pony

a

top

,..No War Clause
... Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
. Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline . . . contact
Frank Hoey
Jim Marge
Darwin Shoop

J. M. Eaton

Fidelity Union Life Insurance
505 S 1016 St.
286 6700

which places volunteer SJS college students as tutors to children in need of remedial help.
It maintains a I -to-1 ration by
tutoring in the child’s home. The
two-week old program is sponsored by Area Four of the Economic Opportunity Commission
Area Four comprises
EOC
south San Jose.
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
Volunteer recruitment h as
been going on for over a month
and will continue until 1.000

TUTOR JOHN LEVER, right,
junior psychology major, gets
acquainted with his pupil Antonio Benevidez.
needy children have tutors. According to Jean Fields, VISTA
worker and campus recruiter.
S.IS response has been good.
-,ittidents of any major are welcome and may work as little as
two hours per week.
Father of Operation Share is
Gilbert Solara), community development specialist (CDS). And
father is the proper word. This
young man looks upon the program as his child, to be nutured,
loved, and to help it grow. He
can remember his own boyhood
when he worked after school to
1,-cy for a tutor. The tutor was
the "coolest" guy in the world
and Solano would do anything to
ph--nse his friend. It is this Big
Brother relationship which the
program’s creator hopes will develop.
TUTORS AS FRIENDS
The intent of the program is
not just an extension of school.
"By 3:30 the child is tired of
school. It is easier to establish
from
away
communication
school," states Solano. "We don’t
want an image of a teacher, but
ml a friend. The tutor and child
against the rest of the world.
If the tutor solves just one probh-m, the ice is broken."
This comradery is not just a
dream. Solano has received let--

cation. Operation Share will
continue the education provided
by Headstart and hots-fully relieve the need for the adult
Prep. Says Solano. -This program reaches more people student, family, school, community,
than most any other project."
The tutoring program is not
new. Richmond and Berkeley
both have such programs, but
not on an individual basis.
Berkeley now has over 500 tutors and Solano hopes to equal
this. He admits that blunders

teas from students he has tutored who are now college
freshmen. At the time he did
not think they would finish high
school.
"They I studentsl see only the
tutor’s good qualities and they
want to pattern themselves after
hint," declares Solana.
One recent incident shows the
power of personal involvement.
OFFERS ALLOWANCE
A secretary volunteered for
the program and went to meet
her pupil. She expected to stay
one hour she stayed three and
a half hours. The secretary returned the next day to begin
tutoring The student was so
taken with her teacher she offered her 25 cent allowance.
When the secretary refused saying she only wanted the child to
learn, the girl replied, "then I
will pray for you."
SJS Volunteer IS:ell Duke, junior history major’s feelings are
typical.
"This
program
has
turned out to be quite an enlightening experience for me.
Many children in the local
schools are left behind by a fast paced curriculum. But with just
a little encouragement, these
students make remarkable progress. Volunteer tutors, giving but
a few hours a week of their
time, could prevent a student
from dropping out of school."

SJS’ Who’s Who
To Be Announced
SJS’ 25 student recipients of
the Who’s Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Universities, will be officially recognized today by Dr. Robert D.
Clark, college president. The
names will be announced at the
regularly scheduled Student
Council meeting in Cafeteria
rooms A anti B at 2:30.
The students are nominated
by presidents and advisers of
campus organizations and then
sereened by a final selection
committee on campus.
Nominations are based on
scholarship, citizenship, leadership and campus activity. Students who have junior, senior,
or graduate standing are eligible.
After selection, the names are
sent to the national Who’s Who
committee which makes the final
evaluation, and publishes a book,
much like "Who’s Who in America," that is on file in the library.
The number of awards per
school, determined by the national office, is based on enrollment. SJS, which submitted 25
names for recognition, Is allowed 36 names for its 21,800
student enrollment.
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Phrateres Rush Tonight
Christmas caroling at San Jose
Hospitals, a party for the Patients at Agnew State Hospital,
and a flower sale.
Future plans include activities
with the blind children of Santa
Clara county and a picnic. with
Circle K.

Phrateres, international women’s service organization, will
hold a rush tea for all interested
campus women in HE1 at 6 p.m.
According to their publicity
chairman, the club has been involved in such activities as the
adoption of an orphan overseas.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
caROo s 6 Nights a Week
A great variety. of entertain-

DINNERS
218 Willow St.
294-4009

ment, along with good Italian:
dinners. awaits you at Ricardo’s.
Thursday and Friday nights experiellef -Flowers," the new exciting Rock group. On Wednesday and Saturday, it’s Rich and
Bill with lively folk music.
Pleasant jazz sounds are yours
each 310nday. And on Sunday
nights, Rican:do’s presents Uncle
Tom’s Committee with the Talent Showcase. where new groups
ore introduced each week.
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

SK Elects Officers
A MOST REWARDING experience claims Marilyn Miller. Here
she tutors her student, Raina
Benevidez, right. Raina’s mother,
Mrs. Carmen Hernandez, is pictured on the left.
and mistakes will Ix. made, "but
just the exposure of one environment to another is of value."

Solano emphasizes the cooperation he has received from the
community, schools and the fam-

When speaking of Operation
Share, Solano can hardly contain himself. Thoroughly involved in the program, he can
not say enough about the tutors,
the students and cooperation received. Ask him to describe the
program and Solano shakes his
head, shrugs his shoulders and as
if in disbelief says. "What can
I say, It’s just fantastic."

Jean Fields, VISTA riorker,
asks the students’ help in locating low-Income. minority families. Student* are asked to contact her at 914 S. First St. or
call 298-3388 or 293-5389, ’MOW.
interested in tutoring for Operation Share may apply at the
same address.

Sigma Alpha Mu
Plans Car Rally

ilies. The children are referred
by their schools to the program.
The schools have offered books
and equipment to the tutors. The
families, too, are enthusiastic.
Most of them have low incomes
and can not believe they do not
have to pay. There is a strong
desire to help, but most are
handicapped by language and
lack of education.

Sammy
annual

I he

third

sports car.. rally

Scramble.

spon-

sored by Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity,

will

be

held

Sunday,

March 12.

Sigma Kappa sorority’s newly
elected officers for the 1967
Spring and Fall semesters are:
Sue Richardson, president; Joan
Margolies, 1st vice president;
Karen Schrug, 2nd vice president; Liz Snedden, corresponding secretary; Jeanne Hersey,
recording secretary; Carole
Burns, historian; and Lois Ehler,
treasurer.

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE
Life Insurance Companies vary in
their performance and results. B.
fore you purchase, why not investigate our IBM ledger and industry comparison ...

Eromine the insurance company
before it examines you.

SHAPE UP....

IN

WRANGLER
S -T-R -E-T-C -H

JEANS
Navy
Black

Light

Blue

Wheat
Loden Green
White

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low In net cost, too

Registration will be held from

Slim, trim, s-t-r -e -t -c-h -y 75%
cot-ton, 25% nylon in a wide range
of colorfast fashion colors!
True Wrangler western style!
Sizes 6 to 18

$6.95

9:30 a.m. to 12:00 at the Valley

BRIDGE GAP

Fair Shopping Center parking

The CD specialist sees a need
for this program. Other EOC
projects such as Prep and Head start are for adults and preschoolers Grades three through
nine, which Operation Share
covers, are overlooked. Operation
Share attempts to bridge this
gap. As a former researcher for
the Labor Department, Solano
feels most of the poverty problems are related to lack of ef11.1-

lot. The entry fee is $2.50.
Tim Burke, rally chairman,
commented that the rally is for
"both beginners and experts."
Trophies will he awarded for
first, second and third places.
Plaques will be given for cars in
the first through tenth places,
as well as dash plaques to all
participating automobiles.
All proceeds will go to the.
Sammy House Fund.

Robert T. Heckley C.L.U.
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
294-5660
San Jose

WORKINGMAN’S
STORE
218 W. Santa Clara

io
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Livermore, California
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Now! Makeup as the models do
in minuteswith new Glissando
Contouring Makeup by DuGarry
A revolutionary new color conceptseparate hues that
fuse as onelets you re-shape, re-make, "sculpture" your
face with an inter-play of light and shadow! Glissando
Contouring Makeup blends your own basic skin tone with
Highlighter and Shadower. Comes in mirrored kit with
natural silk sponge. 5.50. Glissando Contouring Dust On
brush-tints with two shades of blushing powder. 4.50.
And to turn on the glow
... brush or sponge on
Glissando Face Lights.
3.50. Get all three for
truly fabulous effects.

50 COPIES
$240
MAJOR PROGRAMS NOW UNDER WAY:
(81/2 x11, One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sizes proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT
(Ab7

10

Globe Printing Co.
TENTH ST. PHARMACY
Tenth & Santa Clara

(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
294-9131

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

PLOWSHAREIndustrial and scientific uses of
nuclear explosives. WHITNEYNuclear weapons for
national defense. SHERWOODPower production
from controlled thermonuclear reactions. BIOMEDICALThe effects of radioactivity on man and his environment. SPACE REACTORNuclear power
reactors for space explorations...far-reaching programs utilizing the skills of virtually every scientific
and technical discipline.
Laboratory staff members will be on campus to
interview students in the Sciences and Engineering

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
Call your placement office for an appointment.
ti S. Citizenship Required

Equal

Opportunity Employer

SJS To Wail at Jazzfest
SJS. Jazz Cornlio and Jazz
Ensemble will participate in the
Cerritos College Jazz Festival
this Friday and Saturday on the
Cerritos College carat sun, in
Southern California.
Other local colleges participating
San
City College,

Foothill College and San Francisco State College. The winner
in each of three categories:
bands, combos and vocalists, will
be flown, expenses paid, to Miami Beach in May to compete
against the winners of t.he five
othcrIris, r

collejale

ja

SNOOPY
THE RED BARON
coming Next Week

cpartatt goolatope
"right on campus"

Did you carry
too much
of a load
last Spring?

ti’s’

tivals at the Intercollegiate Music Festival.
This is the first time SJS’
combo and jazz ensemble have
competed in a jazz festival off
the vampus. "It is a chance for
us to compare our musical accomplishments with those of
other colleges," says Dwight
Cannon, instructor of music at
SJS and director of the jazz ensemble. Assistant director is
Dean Stringer, junior music major at SJS.
The different groups will be
judged on a point system, covering such areas as spontaneity.
jazz feeling, and phrasing. "I’m
confident we’ll make a good
showing," says Cannon. "We
have talent and depth."
But, it is difficult to predict
the winner in a jazz contest because "there are no specific
rules, The winner is the one who
communicates the most. We’ll
just say what we have to say
and hope it’s enough."
The participants in the festival will present their entire program tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. in
Concert Hall. There is no admission charge.
"This is a campus activity, not
merely confined to the music department," Cannon points out.
"Forty-five per cent of tht performers are non -music majors."
There are 21 students in the ensemble and 7 in the combo.
Eligibility for the festival was
deter mined by performance
tapes submitted by the different
colleges.

SKI CABIN
Reasonable rent by week-snd or
week. At Tahoe City near Alpine
and Squaw Valley. Separate ac
commodations for 6 to 10 persons.
Call evenings 322-51374.

Director Appraises
’The Birthday Party’
By LINDA TUNS.
Spartan Daily Stuff V% ritcr

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET, acclaimed as one of the most
successful jazz ensembles, will perform in concert tomorrow at
8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Tickets are $1.50 for
students and $2.50 for general admission and may be obtained
in the Student Affairs Business Office.

Jazz Quartet Arrives
The Modern Jazz Quartet, an
internationally known group
which has played to packed
houses across the U.S. and in
Europe, will perform Thursday
at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Tickets may be purchased in
the Student Affairs Business Office, Building It, and are $1.50
for students and $2.50 for the
general public.
The Quartet, led by vibraharpist Milt Jackson, gave a
classical concert in late 1964
with the Buffalo Philharmonic
Orchestra, playing full symphonic background. The audience
called for an encore, a rare occurrence in symphonic concerts.
Atlantis. records, Muir cssed
witii tile ’illicit Stream" ,,aind

GREATEST OPEN MIXER DANCE
FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 9 p.m.
STE. CLAIRE HOTEL, SAN JOSE
BOB BERRY ORCHESTRA
FOR SINGLE YOUNG ADULTS
SJS STUDENTS INVITED
Call 837-7901 for
membership card, $1.75,
and free dance schedules.

The Friday Pied Pipers Club
The Single, Social, Swinging Society

of jazz backed by symphonic orchestra, recorded two albums
with the quartet. The group has
also toured the European MUSIC
capitals playing their "Third
Stream" music.
The Quartet is composed of
John Lewis, piano; Percy Heath,
bass; Connie Kay, drums; and
Jackson, vibra-harp.
The quartet has received excellent reviews in newspapers
and trade journals from coast
to coast, particularly for its rendition of the contemporary "Porgy and Bess," by George Gershwin.

Vietnam Students
To Study at SJS

SJS has been selected to house
15 male Vietnamese students beginning an intensive English and
Orientation program.
The Vietnamese students arrive
on campus today to begin studies
which will conclude in August,
1967.
They will live with American
students and living facilities have
been provided by male students in
SJS residence halls who are anxious to gain the experience of having a Vietnamese student as a
roommate this semester.

"The Birthday Party," under
the direction of Dr. Hugh Nelson,
associate professor of
drama, will open Friday night
at 8:15 in the College Theatre.
and will also be presented Saturday night and Wednesday, March
8 through Saturday. March 11.
The student cast will include
Elizabeth Jarrett, Eddy EmanuEl, Gary Bothum, Tracy Thornell, Rex Hays, and Peggy Cosgrove, with each playing an
equally significant role.
"The Birthday Party," written
in 1958, is the first full-length
play of the British playwright,
Harold Pinter, upon whom Dr.
Nelson did his Ph.D. research at
Carnegie Tech.
All of Pinter’s plays deal exclusively with apparently commonplace and humorous situations, and average type characters, but during the course of
the play the lives and relationships of these individuals are
revealed to be more complex and
alarming than they seem at first
glance.
"The surface might be casual
and playful, but the audience
will soon discover that the characters contradict each other anti
themselves, and unintentionally
reveal aspects of their private
lives, of the fears, secrets and
hopes," Nelson stressed.
"Pinter’s concern is with our

By JARED DREYFI
"Hell’s Angels. The Strange
and Terrible Saga of the Outlaw Motorcycle Gang." 1966,
Random House: $4.95.
Booze, broads and blades are
only part of the story of the
Hell’s Angels in a new book on
the outlaw motorcycle gang by
Hunter S. Thompson.
Thompson spent over a year
with the Angels researching the

From San Jose
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vie 707 Jet

cool, great with almost any slacks you
have! Oxford weaves, Blue, Pewter,

$1.00-2.98

inc. tax

From Oakland
to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($4441
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June 13Sept. 5
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June 27.
Aug. 7
June 17 Aug. 29

;rnrondlate families)

Call or Write
Prof. David Maga’
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 9 p.m.
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SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

’399
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via 707 Jet

new breeze-weight sportcoats. Crisp,

32.50

.1,1,1 I it,. 1,,111
irregular, but I
picture of the gang ribose rumored approach can send whole
towns into panic.
Thompson’s main contention
seems to be that the gang as it
is today is a creation of the
press. He describes the gang just
prior to the now famous Monterey rape incident as a dwindling
group severely beset by the police almost everywhere they
went.
Thompson sometimes finds
himself on the side of the Angels. He points out that no convictions resulted from the Monterey charges.
Came the publicity attendant
to the cry of "Rape!" and suddenly this grimy and sordid
group was washed in the limelight. Applications for memberships anti charters poured in.
Offers of money for the privilege of photographing or interviewing gang memlx,rs came
thick and fast. One gang membat rOSP so far aS to make the
roger .1* the Saturday Evening
a jarring change from the
magazine’s usually folk,y covers.
What

Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight

Lighten it this year. With one of these

White; Oxford stripes, Grey or Pewter.

The dialogue, according to Dr.
Nelson, frequently becomes "a
smoke-screen" for what is actually being said. One must look
beyond the words spoken in order to find the thing known but
onsa id.

GangProduct of Press?

continues through Friday March 3rd.

Brush Stroke Posters
Movie Star Posters
Geodesic Posters
Travel Posters

Dr. Nelson
%soli the supernal
h) cii
both.. He has resisted all efforts
to categorize his work, or to
place abstract allegorical labels
on his characters. Yet his plays
persisiently suggest darker undercurrents and past involvements, which, though initially
avoided by the characters, inevitably catch up with those who
Itypa:is them.
attempt
-Thi. potent question in all of
Pinter’s work, is always what
t he ebaramers are concealing
and why they are concealing it,"
the director pointed out.
"In this play, is birthday iarty
becomes the center of a violent
conflict of wills and the means
by which a human being is first
fragmented. then demolished and
finally reoriented," Dr. Nelson
added.
In producing, "The Birthday
Party," the director and the cast
members explored the characters in great depth, but the
moral of the play, if there is one.
must be provided by the individuals in the audience. Pinter’s
play challenges them to rind the
relevanee of his writing by
searching their own common ex-

Book Review

ART PRINT SALE

Gold; Seersucker stripes, Blue on

’CC DUI Y-7

Wednesday. March I 1,467

Air and Land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
297-8000
N
spersored
Ind
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Job Interviews

Jane and seminser gmdesstes
may sign up daily for appointmeat interviews In ADM234.
TOMORROW
Diamond Alkali f’ompsuly. Chemical engineers, chemists, marketing and accounting majors wanted
for engineers, accounting, chemists,
and sales.
standard 01.1 and Chevron Re:search A.iimpany. Mechanical, civil,
chemical and electrical engineers
wanted for research and developmerit, refinery technology service,
plant design, construction, refinery
engineering, oil field engineering
and communications. Chemists
wanted for lab research. Accounting and business administration
majors wanted for accountants.
County of Los Angeles. Civil engineering, accounting, political scimee and management majors
wanted for civil engineering. accountant-auditors and administratiVe aides,
Sylvania Electronics Systems.
Electrical and mechanical engineers and physics majois wanted

for all levels of engineering.
1.*.S. Navy Electronics Laborstory. Electrical engineers. physics
and math majors wanted for elec.
trical engineering, physicist s,
mathematicians and research and
development.
f’Ity of Loa Angeles, Bureau of
Engineering. Civil engineering majors wanted for civil engineering
assistants,
The Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company. Mechanical, industrial,
chemical and general engineering
and math majors wanted for methode and standards, technical service, quality control and formula.
Lion and compounding,
L. H. Penney Company. Account.
ing and MBA majors wanted for
professional staff accountants in
auditing, tax and management
services.
Standard Oil and (’hevron Research Company. Mechanical, civil,
chemical and electrical engineering, marketing, business administration and liberal arts majors
wanted for research and develop--

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center

LENTEN WORSHIP
SERVICE
2 blocks
from campus

Tonight at 7:15 p.m.
374 South 3rd Street
294-7033

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Sentry Reports

ment, refinery, technology service,
plant design, construction refinery
engineering, oil field engineering,
communications and wholesale petroleum marketing. Chemical majors wanted for lab research.

Travel, See
The World
Via College

Spartaguide
EDITOR’S NOTE: Publicity
chairmen for all organizations
are requested to include the full
club names and tlUe of all speakers for club meetings. The
Spartan Daily cannot run announcements If information IN
not complete. Information should
be typed or printed on Spartaguide Announcement slips as linable in the Spartan Daily office.
Deadline for slips to be returned
Is I:30 on tile day before the
event Is scheduled.
TODAY

German Club, 3:30 p.m, ED414.
The meeting will concern the semester’s
activities and possible canOpportunities to study abroad
during the 1967-68 academic year didates for offices.
will be discussed by Dr. Thomas B.
Chess Club, 7:30 p.m., ED414.
Lantos, director of the California League match with team from IBM.
State Colleges International ProSociety for Advancement of Mangrams today in E132 between 9:30
agement, 7:30 p.m., Concert Hall in
and 10:30 a.m.
the Music Building. Orientation for
Twenty-nine SJS students have
interested students.
already been selected for study all
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Cafeoverseas, but according to Dr. Sebastian Cassartno, assistant pro- teria A and B. Men with a 3.0 GPA
fessor of foreign languages and for 30 or more SJS units are eligichairman of the SJS foreign study
committee, students are still eligible. There are presently 45 SJS
students studying abroad.
Eligible students may apply for
programs in France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden and
Taiwan. Credits earned at the foreign university will be transferred
to SJS.
Cost of the program varies: Taiwan. $1,770: France, Germany and
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
Spain, $1,970, Italy and Japan,
$2,070, and Sweden, $2,270. This PROFS: PLAN a nice vacation. Resp.
charge includes an orientation con- coll, grad. will care for your home June
ference in San Francisco prior to 1 to Aug. 31. Call 867-0201.
departure, transportation from TO WHOEVER has stolen my boots.
California to the host university Poles and Head Masters: I hope you
and return, room and board while break a leg! ! Crystal Gamage.
in residence at the host university,
AUTOMOTIVE 121
and health and accident insurance.
A limited number of fellowships ’64 VW, stereo tape player, wood dash,
and assistantships ranging from heavy duly clutch, & more. Excellent con$100 to $1,000 are available dition. Must see. License pd. 287.6710,
through the office of International after 5, 294-4871.
Programs. Application forms and HONDA 90, ’66, with 1 year free insuradditional information may be ob- ance. $300. Call 287-0378 after 5 p.m.
tained in the Activities Office ’62 VOLVO 13.18 Super Sport. Radio and
heater. Call after 4 p.m. weekdays, 294ADM174.
9718.
1960 FIAT 1500, with sunroof & cheese
grater. $185. Call Gary, 295-4516. See at
565 S. 6th St.
’59 PORSCHE ENGINE, 1600N, $450.
Excellent condition, bolts into VW. Write
14 W. Main #4, Los Gatos.
’66 114.A, white with black top & interior. Excellent condition. $2350. Call
297-8369. Jerry.

Coed News (at last!) About
Car Insurance Savings
For Young Men
You can benefit from our four years of research
into auto accidents and driver attitudes.
Sentry found that young men under 25 with mature, responsible driving attitudes don’t have as
many accidents as those with immature, irresponsible attitudes.
We then developed a short questionnaire to
find men with the right a tt i tt ides, and we gave
them a 15% discount on their auto insurance.
We also give discounts for passing an approved
driver education course, being a safe driver and
being married. All told you can save as much as
$50 of that big, extra premium young men pay
for car insurance.
The questionnaire only takes 30 minutes. It
doesn’t nteasure driving skill, knowledge or mechanical ability. There is nothing to study and
the questions are all true or false. Results are
kept strictly confidential. There is no penalty if
you don’t qualify and you arc under no obligation. The test is given free.
Don’t be lumped with the immature and irresponsible.

OR DROP US A CARD TODAY

SENTRY.T1 INSURANCE
The Hardware MMus’s Organization

Orientation meeting for those unable to attend today’s meeting.
NYWIIIIVLII Center, 7:30 p.m., 79
South Fifth. Second in a series
presented by St. Thomas More
Men, a group of attorneys, on divorce and family.

rates’ rush tea for all interested
Mountaineering Club, 7 p.m.,
students.
S142. First meeting at which
slides will be shown and a hike
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m..
planned.
HE!. Rush meeting for new memTau Delta Phi, 5 p.m., ED100.
bers. Dr. Van Seventer from the

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Special

$18

Student Rental Rates

Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
machine if you decide to buy.
We also rent lectrics, portable and standard.

3 months
manual

CUSTOM
SANDALS
A complete collection of all styles
for men and women. Custom
leathers and colors. Have thorn
made or buy them by the kit.
Either way, cool footwear for
warm spring days.

The Happy Cobbler

Can jo-Ise Typewriter Co.
24 South Second

Established 1900

26 Washington Street
at Newhall
Santa Clara
243-2238

2934303

Spartan Daily Classifieds
HOUSING

151

WORKING GIRL WANTS ROOMMATE. Nice apt. with pool. Call Liz:
Days 297-1686: Evenings 296-4897
ROOM FOR MEN. Single or double
Quiet, light, and comfortable. 146 S.
I4th St. 286.3025.
ROOM FOR TWO with or without kitchen. Men or women. Also room for one
man only. 426 S. 7th St.
TWO BEDROOM apartments with
cancies for 1 or 2 people. Furnished.
at 495 E. William St., Apt. #I.
ONE OR TWO female roommates
large 2.bedroom apt. Either $40 or
mo. Over 21. Sandi, 297-7621.

vaSee
for
$60

LARGE 3-ROOM, furnished apt. $115
mo. includes all utilities. Girls or couple.
595 S. 9th. Call 259-1547.
MEN, LARGE, cheerful rooms, single or
double, wall to well carpet. Private entrance. 406 S. I I th St.
GALS ONLY, room & board, $75/mo.
Unapproved house; near campus. 565 S.
5th. Phone 297-9742,

1 OR 2 MALE roommates for 2 bedroom JUNIOR, SENIOR girl wanted to share
at Royal Lanai Apts. $40 for I, $30 for 2. house with 4 girls, I block from campus.
Own room. 259-8399.
$40 mo. Call 297-6287.
GIRL WANTED to share spacious 1 bed- CUTE ART studio, has electricity, but no
room apt. with one other. 751 S. 2nd bath; ideal for artist, etc. 1/2 block to
school. 292-9400.
#I3. Call 286-5670.
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to 1 MALE ROOMMATE needed. $40 a
share spacious apartment for rest of se- month. 560 S. lath #I2. 292-4561. Your
choice of 1 or 3 roommates.
mester. Call 287-1637.
MEN-CLEAN rooms with kitchen priv- FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, to share
ileges. Close to campus. 630-35 mo. 617 2 bedroom apt. with 3 others. Village
Apts, 576 S. 5th, 287-1348.
S. 6th or 638 S. 5th. 292-3646.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for house. CONTRACT FOR approved women
housing, $35 off price. Room and board.
with
own
month,
room.
Must
have
$40
Call Marsha, 252-6027.
chest of drawers. 292-7862.
WANTED 2 FEMALE roommates to sham MARRIED COUPLE. De use 2 bedroom.
spacious, modern apt. 1 block from cam- Rug, elect, kitchen, drapes, pool, patio,
water & garbage pd. Unfurn. 297-6456.
pus. $45 mo. Call 286-3417.’
DOUBLE APTS. Very clean with kitchen 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
share with 3 others. Call 297.7398. Ask
privileges. Reasonable, 666 S. 5th St.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share for Karen. 576 S. 5th. Apt. 24,
apt. with one girl. Near campus. Contact FEMALE ROOMMATE needed-April 1
-share large, 2 bedroom apt. with grad.
286-6666 after 5 p.m.
student: quiet, homey, with pool. Call
TWO BEDROOM, furnished Apt. Two 297-0439. a.m. or after 8 p.m.
Blocks from SJS, Quiet. See at 545 S.
2 QUIET STUDENTS, private home 2
7th or call 294-1188.
blocks SJS. Oriental, Indian food. Kith.
QUIET, UPSTAIRS room for female stu- en privileges. Reasonable. 50 S. 2nd, #3.
dent (double or single). 297-6079.
LOST AND FOUND

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’62 CORVAIR MONZA, 4 speed, bucket
seats, radio & heater. $800 or best offer.
Clyde Evans, 294-6019.
TRIUMPH motorcycle, 1963, 150 cc’s.
Excellent condition, $350. 286-1420.
’69 CHEV Bel Air 2 dr. Sedan V8, Overdrive, R/H. Exc. Cond. Rebuilt engine.
961.6/96 after 4. $495.
’60 CHEVY BEL-AIRE 4 dr. Ht. V.13. Automatic, new tires. R/H. $500 or best
offer. Call 286-5995.
WHITE CORVAIR Monza, ’61, excellent
condition. Best offer. Call Dee afternoons at 294.2916, Room 206-8.
VW SEDAN, ’60. Good condition, radio,
good tires, new engine. $675. Call 2974372 after 4:30 p.m.
’59 AUSTIN HEALY. Good condition.
Can finance. $795. 379.2404. Ask for
Larry.
’66 MERCURY, new battery & 5 tires.
Good interior and exterior. Needs work.
$100 or best offer. 967-2944 after 6 p.m.
A TANK! ’48 Dodge 4 dr. sedan. Good
tires. Good weri r er & living room! Has
’67 license. $40. Jeff, 293.5081.
FOR SALE

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER with case. elite,
like new. $40. Call after 6 p.m.. 379-0173.
WANTED: HARMONY 1260 Guitar,
under $60. Bill Norell, 293.8866. Call
after 6 p.m.
WOOD SKIS, 185 cm. Excellent cond.
with bindings; only used twice. $30 or
best offer. 286.3629. Lynn.
MUST SELL 200 cm. Persenico CombiMetal Skis. Tyrolia step-in heel release
bindings. Olympic Poles, $65. Koflach
Buckle Boots, 91/2M, $40. All used twice.
287-1887.
POST SUDE rule 1460 L, case, book.
Like new, $20. K&E drafting tools,
N1106E1Mach I set, good condition. Best
offer. 739-6431 after 5 p.m.
SCHWINN TOURIST 10.speed. $50 or
offer. 1 year old. Call Toad Hall. Paul
Louz between 5 & 6 P.m
DIAMOND WEDDING set, white gold
New, has $350 life guarantee. 30 point
solitaire, $150. 294-9617.
OAK DESK, $25; student lamps $7; $4:
round oak table, $70; 9.12 rug. 297-6079.
STEREO-FISHER 70 watt amp. Mire.
cordchanger, Jensen speakers. 6.ft, wal.
nut, book -shelf cabinet. $350. 246.0478.
(41

CREW MANAGERS. Pert time. Hope
Chest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply:
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193.
PART TIME sales, commission, with Best.
line Products. Call 264-7389 5.7 p.m.
MATH TUTOR for 8th grader. Student
able to put across new meth. Call 2943502 before 10 a.m., after 3 p.m.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES for new San
Jose nightclub. Must be 21. Contact Mr.
Pinder. 292.2596.
GIRL NEEDED to cook dinner 5 days wk.
for 6 young men. Plea/Int personality.
293-5933. 415 S. 12th.
NEED A CLEVER name for small poster
husinesi.. Will poy
297.9253, Dews.

(Si

LOST: SILVER bracelet, approx. 12, %"
shield charms from Europe. Sentimental
value. Reward. Call 296-2546 after 6 p.m.
LOST: MEN’S V4 length tan wool overcoat. Wed. night, Feb. 15 at Co-Rec.
Reward. Call 298.1012,
PERSONALS

17)

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.
WOULD LIKE to rent garage for my car.
Nights only. Call 292-9502.
SERVICES

MIMI

131

HELP WANTED

ACT NOW. CALL 2454093

ble. Dress will be sport coat and tie. accounting staff will speak.
Active members are urged to conAlien Hall Dorm, 8 pm, Allen
tact Michael Nicholson at 287-1078. formal lounge. Dr. Robin BrOOK8
informal seminar on
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., 79 will lead an
issues.
South Fifth. First in a series of contemporary
SJS Cycling Association, 8 p.m.,
discussions on problems facing
women today. "The Psychology of IA115. All students welcome.
Love" will be the topic.
Phrateres, 6:00 p.m., HEL Ph-’ TOMORROW

sunG,L

LIFE,

TELL. U5 SOMeTNING ABOUT FR.ATERNITY
Ots1 - WHEN1 15 YOIJZ’PLEPGE IRAI4INI5’oveg?ir

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

’in mum
Three lines] One time Three tlmes Five times
One time ’
3 lines ’ 1.50
2.25
2.50
4 lines I 2.00
2.75 ’ 3.00
5 lines
2.50
3.25 I 3.50
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
Add this
for
amount
each additional line

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif 95114.

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 3,3 letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
CI Announcements (1)
(-1 Automotive (2)
n For Sale (3)
[I Help Wanted (4)
fl Housing (5)
E] Lost and Found (6)
o Personals (7)
ri Services (8)
O Transportation (9)
Name

TRANSPORTATION

191

RIDE NEEDED from Sunnyvale-Mountain
View-Los Altos area to SJS daily for 9:30
classes. Call Lynda, 736-4119.
PRIVATE AIRPLANE going to New York
Easter holidays & return, share expenses.
John. 297.1467 or 295-2217.
RIDE NEEDED to & from Mountain View
area daily. Will arrange any hours. 9619537 after 6 p.m.
PIPER 236 going to Kansas City area
Easter. $100 round trip. $125 for two.
Dick, 476.1032, S. Cruz.
To place an ad:
Call at

(Please PrInt)

For

days.

C-ILY

Phone

ap.m.1.1

181

RENT A 7,/, Free delivery, Free Service.
No contract, call Esche’s, 251-2598,
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability. property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600,
EXQUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293-4700.
INCOME TAX: Let your problem be.
come ours. Fed. & state returns. 378-3249
or 297.2347.
SUPERB PROFESSIONAL typing IBM
Elect./Thesis, term papers, resumes, &
anything offset./You’ll be bless’d with
copy best,/ But not for nix or kicks, but
for your green bricks./Rania-294.3536
-345 Commercial.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month. 377.2935.
TYPING (FAST, accurate & experienced). Term papers, etc. Contact Kay
Stewart, 231 E. San Fernando, Apt. 7.
Daily 6.11 p.m.
TYPING: EXCELLENT work by college
graduate on IBM Selectric-thesis, manuscript, resume. Call 264-3059.
BABYSITTING-EXPERIENCED care for
your child in my home. Have nice fenced
yard. Visit park. 286-2994.

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Address
Enclosed is $
Start ad on
(WO

Send
cash or
Sparten
Phone

in handy order blank. Enclose
check. Make check out to
Daily Classifieds.
294-6414. Ed. 2465

